
Ready to heat
Rice Pouches & Bowls

USDA Organic • Non-GMO Project Verified • Gluten-Free • Vegan • Ready in 90 Seconds

A Better World with Every Bite!
Since 1937, we’ve been growing wholesome, great-tasting rice while tending to soil, air, 

water, and wildlife as carefully as our crops. Some people say we’re a bit unconventional. 
But doing things our way—sustainably at every step—allows us to make better food for 

the table while leaving a better world for the next generation.



Organic White
Thai Hom Mali Jasmine
The light, floral scent and buttery flavor 
of White Thai Hom Mali Jasmine Rice will 
transport you to Thailand without ever 
leaving the table. 

Organic Coconut Rice
We’re nutty for the subtly sweet flavor  
of Coconut Rice! Serve it as a side or top 
it with seafood for island-inspired dining.

Organic Brown
Thai Hom Mali Jasmine
The light, herbaceous scent and sweet, 
buttery flavor of Brown Thai Hom Mali 
Jasmine Rice will transport you to Thailand 
without ever leaving the table. Plus, it’s a 
rich source of whole grain goodness!   

90 seconds? You heard it right! A light lunch. A satisfying 
side. A base for a pantry-friendly dinner. Our Ready to 
Heat options mean organic rice is perfectly prepped, 
warming up tender, fragrant, and ready in minutes.

FROM THAILAND to Your Table
Thai Hom Mali Rice is unique to Thailand and cannot be grown in California’s climate. So we partner with farmers from 
small, remote communities in Thailand to offer Fair Trade premium organic rice and help expand organic farming to 
global communities. Fair Trade not only invests in educational and health-related services, but also offers training of 
organic and sustainable farming methods that improve yields and protect the natural environment. This enhances 
farmers’ livelihoods in an equitable and environmentally friendly manner that fits with our founding promise to leave 
the land better than we found it.

Ready to Heat Rice Pouches

Ready in 90 Seconds!
Convenience Without Compromise
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Organic Ready to Heat Rice Pallet Information
Case Pack Retail Dimensions Case Dimensions Pallet Configuration Case Weight Pallet Weight

6 7.09”H x 5.51”W x 1.50”D 7.60”H x 5.63”W x 8.47”D Ti 39 x Hi 7 = 273 3.68 lbs. 1,006 lbs.
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Heat & Eat Rice Bowls
These one bowl wonders are perfectly portioned for one (trust us, you won’t want to share). Plus, they’re ready in 90 seconds. 
Just heat and eat — it’s that simple!  

Organic Short Grain Brown Rice Bowl
A pantry staple, Short Grain Brown Rice clings together when cooked. Its subtle, nutty 
aroma and flavor make it perfect for whole grain rice bowls and other everyday dishes 
that call for a soft, supple texture. 

Organic Long Grain Brown Rice Bowl
Simplicity is bliss. Long Grain Brown Rice is subtle in flavor, a rich source of whole 
grains, and remains separate when cooked, making it the perfect canvas for your 
culinary creations—from the everyday to the adventurous!

Organic Heat & Eat Rice Pallet Information
Case Pack Retail Dimensions Case Dimensions Pallet Configuration Case Weight Pallet Weight

6 7.28”H x 5.51”W x 2.83”D 7.75”H x 5.13”W x 6.75”D Ti 53 x Hi 6 = 318 3.45 lbs. 1,147 lbs.

90 seconds? Now that’s convenient! A light lunch. A 
satisfying side. A base for a pantry-friendly dinner. 
Our Heat & Eat Bowls mean organic rice is perfectly 
prepped, warming up tender, and ready in seconds.Ready in 90 Seconds!

Convenience Without Compromise


